
Horses, Moles and the Limits to Regulation  

It’s been almost twenty years now since pension 
liberation burst onto the scene.  Scammers have 
moved on from targeting early cash release, 
focusing more on getting savers to transfer to 
SIPPs.  In the last four years the FSCS has paid 
over £580m in compensation for bad advice to 
transfer from occupational pension schemes to 
invest in high-risk assets via SIPPs.


The advent of pension freedoms was a huge 
stimulus for scammers.  As you’ll recall, this sea 
change was announced very suddenly.  Lured by 
hitherto unimaginable lump sums, horses bolted 
everywhere. And it took more than four years to 
sort-of-ban cold calling; contingent charging on DB 
transfers is still under debate.  Meanwhile the FCA 
estimates that over 5 million pension savers are at 
risk.


The FCA is saying ‘we can’t control all this on our 
own’, and they’re coordinating with other bodies 
including TPR, the FOS, the Money and Pensions 
Service and the FSCS.  Not so much cooperation 
from HMRC, we suspect.


But there is one criticism Mr Randell didn’t offer.  
He mentioned work on improving transparency, but 
made no reference to the FCA’s own Handbook, 
which if printed would stack from floor to ceiling of 
a financial adviser’s office.  It’s too complex, too 
convoluted, and just too much.


Not even the FCA itself knows what it all means: 
one IFA who recently asked the FCA whether his 
existing permission to advise on one kind of Real 
Estate Investment Trust extended to another kind 
was told, after several months of waiting and 
chasing the answer, that he should consult his legal 
adviser.


I’m not arguing that there should be a rule for every 
new situation that arises.  On the contrary, trying to 
nail everything in that way would be futile; but that’s 
the way regulation has developed.  We’re now 
faced with an almost impenetrable morass of rules 
and regulations.


Is it time to draw the line and recognise the limits 
to what can be achieved by regulation?  Is it time, 
indeed, for those regulated to ‘take back control’ – 
to look again at self-regulation? 

Charles Randell, Chair of the FCA, gave an important 
speech on the 4th of September.  He spoke about the 
epidemic of investment fraud, and what the FCA and 
other authorities can do to combat it.  He was fairly 
frank about the limits and constraints, though, and 
that’s what I want to talk about.


As we know, very few cases of fraud come to court - 
3% in 2017-18. Successful prosecutions are rare, 
costly, and so time-consuming it seems like shutting 
the stable door long after the horse has bolted.  So 
the focus is on prevention: efforts like the ScamSmart 
campaign run jointly by the FCA and TPR.


The FCA is responsible for authorising and 
supervising financial firms carrying on regulated 
activities.  Approving financial promotions is not a 
regulated activity, though only FCA-authorised firms 
may do it.  If promotions had to be approved by the 
FCA, misleading terms like ‘guaranteed’, ‘secured’, 
and so on could be banned.


Many promotions involve investments the FCA 
doesn’t regulate, such as retail mini-bonds.  A 
particularly egregious scandal which erupted recently 
involved an FCA-authorised firm called London 
Capital & Finance.  About 14,000 people invested in 
mini-bonds issued by LCF via ‘Innovative Finance 
ISAs’.  HMRC then decided these were not qualifying 
ISA investments, because they were not a 
transferable security.  LCF is now insolvent and a lot 
of people have lost a lot of money.


As Mr Randell said in his speech, “people are 
confused when one part of the state encourages an 
investment, while another public authority says it’s 
highly risky.”  He also acknowledged that the 
difference between what the FCA does regulate and 
what it doesn’t is hard for the public to understand.  
And the solution isn’t simply to ban authorised firms 
from selling unregulated investments, because that 
includes equities, a core element of most investment 
portfolios.


Sometimes the FCA acts to close an unauthorised 
investment business, although it can look like playing 
whack-a-mole, flailing around as new scams pop up 
all the time. It’s questionable whether it will ever look 
like succeeding, and anyway, many scams are 
promoted from outside the UK, where the FCA has no 
control.
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